Abstract
Introduction
Resistance of a population subfraction to a cancer treatment (chemotherapy for instance) limits the effec-28 tiveness of this treatment (LeBlanc et al, 2002) and is named cellular response heterogeneity. Obviously, 29 extracellular environment variations or genetic alterations induce cellular heterogeneity in treatment re-temperature increase at 42℃ show dynamics comparable to the population average at 43℃ and vice versa.
126
Indeed nearly 10 % of the responding cells have a relaxation index η > 1 for 42℃ heat shock whereas 10 % 127 of the responding cells shows a relaxation index η < 0.5 at 43℃. Finally we note that the temporal shape 128 of the response is positively correlated with the F value one hour after the stress onset: the brighter is the to significant differences in cellular responses. Indeed protein expression levels vary from one cell to another even in a monoclonal cell line. This can be due to the stochastic expression of the gene (Sigal et al, 2006) or 143 asymmetric cell division (Neumüller and Knoblich, 2009 ). To assess this possibility and gain understanding 144 on the origin of CCRV we derived a coarse-grained mathematical model of the HSR network.
145
In a minimal description HSRN involves three different species : (i) MisFolded proteins (MFP) that 146 are heat-induced and (ii) HSP which helps to refold MFP and (iii) HSF1 that promotes transcription of 147 HSP. The dynamics of the network is mainly regulated by two complexes that both involve the chaperon 148 HSP (Sivéry et al, 2016) : HSPs titrate the MFP on the one hand and its own transcription factor (HSF1) 149 on the other. Our model accounts for the temporal evolution of copy number of four molecular species (MFP 150 ; HSP mRNA ; HSF1 ; HSP). The model is using ordinary differential equations where the fast dynamics information for comparison to experimental data and parameters estimation).
155
Using the above describe mathematical model, we show that reducing or increasing by only two fold the 156 basal HSP concentration is sufficient to qualitatively mimic the dynamics of F (Fig. 3 A-C and D-F compared 157 to Fig. 2 A-C). In our mathematical framework the response heterogeneity is captured as a consequence of 158 protein copy number variability : the more is the HSP number, the less is the foci intensity (F th ) and the 159 lower is the relaxation index (η th ). Moreover the population level observations are also predicted : (i) both
160
F th and η th increase with temperature and (ii) the temporal shape the foci intensity display more relaxation 161 (η th < 0.5) at 41℃ and 42℃ than 43℃ ; a plateau or a slow increase (η 1) is observed mostly at 43℃.
162
Similar in silico results were obtained by varying HSF1 concentration (see Fig. SI 5) . We conclude that 163 variations of both HSF1 and HSP expression levels could lead to the experimentally observed CCRV.
164
One of the major advantage of our model is that it provides an explicit analytical expression for the 165 foci intensity F th (t) at any time t after the stress onset (Eq. 8 an comprise several variants with specific roles (Whitley et al, 1999) . However only the HSP70 subfamily 176 appears to play a significant role in HSF1 titration and consequently in its activation (Shi et al, 1998 whereas HSC70 is not stress induced and constitutively expressed (Tavaria et al, 1996) .
181
In a first step we estimated HSF1, HSP72 and HSC70 concentration in individual cells from single 182 immunolabeling in both HeLa Wild Type and in HeLa-HSF1:GFP cell lines. Experimental data were 183 compared for two thermal conditions : without heat shock and one hour after exposure to a temperature 184 step-up from 37℃ to 43℃ (Fig. 4 A-C). As HSF1 is located in the cell nucleus (see (Mercier et al, 1999 185 and Fig. 1 A) we focus on nuclear concentration for all three proteins. We used Hoechst staining of cellular
186
DNA to allow automated cell segmentation of the cell nucleus. All three protein concentrations at both 187 37℃ and 43℃ are well fitted by a log-normal distribution (see Fig. SI 6 of the supporting information).
188
As expected only HSP72 exhibits a shift of the distribution upon heat stress (Fig. 4 B correlation is found between F and HCS70 protein expression level (Fig. 4 E) .
199
As shown above (Fig. 4 A-C) the HSF1:eGFP insertion increases the number of cells having higher con-
200
centration of HSF1 and HSP72. We perform HSP72 (or HSP70) immunolabeling in HeLa HSF1:eGFP one 201 hour after exposure to a temperature step-up from 37℃ to 43℃ to compute maps similar as in (Fig. 4 D-E)
202
with a stretched variability in proteins distribution (Fig. 4 F 
239
In a cell population all cells have a different proteome and thus all three types of activation dynamics are 240 found for a given stress stimuli. We found that the probability of sustained activation increases with the 241 stimuli level. Therefore, the averaged dynamical response measured by biochemical measurements (averages 242 over a cell population) characterizes more the occurrence of the various phenotypes than the dynamics 243 associated with a specific stress stimuli. Furthermore, although the sequestration cascades are heterogeneity 244 amplifiers for chronic stress (T>=43℃) the same sequestration cascades induce heterogeneity collapse in 245 the case of a mild stress. With this viewpoint hypersensitivity of the stimuli-to-response curve could be a 246 strategy to quench the protein expression heterogeneity below a given stimuli threshold.
247
We show that variation of HSP72 and HSC70 molecular chaperones plays a major role in CCRV. we observe as it might induce variations in HSP72 transcription rate upon stress. However, it has to be 270 noted that in our study we focus on activation of HSF1. Newly produced HSP72 (one hour after the stress where the pre-stimulus cellular state at least partially determines single cell stress response.
275
HSP72 and HSC70 play a similar role in the refolding of misfolded proteins. 
384

Mathematical model for HSRN
385
The heat stress cellular response dynamic is mainly regulated by two complexes that both involve the 
392
In addition to the model developed in Sivéry et al, 2016, the present 
398
The model equations reads : 
Note that τ θ , the incubator rise time, was measured experimentally. Also all rate constant are normalized 
408
In this framework, the fraction of HSF1 bound to NSBs at a given date t is proportional to: (Fig. 3-A) . Note that the power 3 in expression Eq. 8 arises from the fact that only trimmers of HSF1 are 411 bound.
412
This expression for F T h given in Eq. 8 depends on two concentration ratios, ; in the color image, each horizontal line corresponds to a single cell, a color code indicates the F value measured at a given time. D -Distribution of F across the cell population for several heat shock temperatures one hour after the stress onset (cell ranking is similar to D-F). E -Statistical distribution of the relaxation index defined as the ratio of the foci intensity measured in a given cell at three hours after the stress onset to the one measured one hour after the stress onset. The legend box defines the used color code. Figure SI 1: Foci intensity dynamic in wild-type cell line during a 43℃ Heat stress A -Averaged value over the cell population of foci intensity measured on single-cell (dots) and associate error bar. BFoci intensity in single cell ordered by increasing value. In both pictures the color code is the following: yellow -37℃ ; red -half an hour after the oncet of a 43℃ ; orange -one hour after the onset of a 43℃ ; black -three hour after the onset of a 43℃ . familly are log-normally distributed with a similar variance.
40
A question arise whether the HSP redundancy may be a strategy to reduced the cell-to-cell variability.
41
To illustrate the phenomena, let us focus on the foci intensity one hour after a 43℃ stress onset and compare 42 two different cases. In the first case, the total pool of chaperon HSP is assumed to be build from a single 43 gene and to follow a lognormal distribution of parameter (µ, σ 2 ) (grey shade area in Fig. SI 9) . In the second 44 case, the total pool of chaperon HSP is assumed to be build from two distinct genes and then to be the 45 sum of two homologous independent proteins, each of them following a lognormal distribution of parameter 46 (µ , σ 2 ) and (µ , σ 2 ) (red lines in Fig. SI 9) . In both case, the parameters µ and µ of the distribution are 47 adjusted such as the mean of the total pool is unity, and the parameter σ is the same in all distributions. The 48 duplication of chaperones in case two reduces by more than two the standard deviation of the foci intensity 49 one hour after the stress onset. heat stress onset as a function of initial HSP in the mathematical model (black line), HSP distribution before the heat stress in the case of one HSP species log-normally distributed (grey shade area) or two uncorrelated HSP species log-normally distributed (red line). B -Corresponding foci intensity distribution for one HSP species (grey shade area) and two HSP species (red line).
